This paper considers the classical functional equations of Schroeder / ° <f = \f, and Abel / ° <p = / + 1, and related problems of fractional iteration where q> is an analytic mapping of the open unit disk into itself. The main theorem states that under very general conditions there is a linear fractional transformation £> and a function o analytic in the disk such that í> ° o = o ° <p and that, with suitable normalization, <I> and o are unique. In particular, the hypotheses are satisfied if m is a probability generating function that does not have a double zero at 0. This intertwining relates solutions of functional equations for <p to solutions of the corresponding equations for *. For example, it follows that if <p has no fixed points in the open disk, then the solution space of / ° <p = \f is infinite dimensional for every nonzero X. Although the discrete semigroup of iterates of <p usually cannot be embedded in a continuous semigroup of analytic functions mapping the disk into itself, we find that for each z in the disk, all sufficiently large fractional iterates of <p can be defined at z. This enables us to find a function meromorphic in the disk that deserves to be called the infinitesimal generator of the semigroup of iterates of <p. If the iterates of <p can be embedded in a continuous semigroup, we show that the semigroup must come from the corresponding semigroup for 3>, and thus be real analytic in /. The proof of the main theorem is not based on the well known limit technique introduced by Koenigs (1884) but rather on the construction of a Riemann surface on which an extension of <p is a bijection. Much work is devoted to relating characteristics of <p to the particular linear fractional transformation constructed in the theorem.
1. Introduction. In this paper we study iteration and solution of functional equations for analytic functions mapping the open unit disk D into itself. In the main theorem (Theorem 3.2) we show that, under very general conditions, such a map can be intertwined with a linear fractional transformation. Thus, problems of iteration and solution of functional equations for the given function are related to the analogous problems for linear fractional transformations, which are generally easier to solve.
Results of this sort are well known and usually depend on the nature of the fixed points of the given function. Although a mapping tp of D into D need not have a fixed point, an old theorem due to A. Denjoy [5] and J. Wolff [25] gives a replacement.
Let <p0(z) = z, q>x(z) = qp(z) and <p"(z) = <p(xp"_x(z)) for « = 2, 3, 4, ... , that is, <pn is the «th iterate of <p. By a linear fractional (Möbius) transformation, we mean a nonconstant function of the form *(z) = (az + ß)(yz + S) '1 where a, ß, y and 8 are complex numbers.
Theorem D-W ( [5] , [25] ). Suppose tp, not a Mobius transformation of D onto D, is analytic and maps D into D. Then there is a point a, \a\ < 1, so that the sequence tp", « = 1, 2, 3, ... , converges to a uniformly on compact subsets of D. Moreover, if \a\ = 1, then hmr^,-cp(ra) = a and s = lim,.^,-q>'(ra) exists and 0 < s < 1.
Throughout this paper, we will call the point a referred to in this theorem the Denjoy-Wolff point of <p. If cp is continuous at a, then clearly a is a fixed point of tp. In the case \a\ = 1, an important step in the proof of this theorem (and a fact we need later) is that tp maps small disks in D, tangent to the unit circle at a, into themselves.
The main result of the paper is the following theorem. The idea of "fundamental set" in the theorem is a technical concept introduced so that we may describe a set of points near the Denjoy-Wolff point small enough that cp is well behaved, but large enough that tp"(z) is eventually in this set. That o( V) is a fundamental set for i> gives the uniqueness of 0. We give the definition.
Definition. If xp maps a domain A into itself, we say V is a fundamental set for xp on A if V is an open, connected, simply connected subset of A such that xp( V) c V and for every compact set K in A, there is a positive integer N so that xpN(K) c V.
Clearly the Denjoy-Wolff point a is in the closure of V if V is any fundamental set for tp on D.
We will see (remark following Theorem 3.2) that the O and ß of the conclusion of Theorem 3.2 fall into four essentially different cases:
(l)ß = C, <D(z) = sz, 0< \s\ < 1, (2) (Case (3) may be easier to understand in its equivalent guises as translation by 1 on a horizontal strip or multiplication by s on the right half-plane. In the same way, case (4) is equivalent to translation by 1 on the upper ( -) or lower ( + ) half-plane.) A major portion of §3 is devoted to determining which of these cases occurs for a particular <p. Loosely put, we find case (1) occurs when a is in D and cp'(a) = s, case (3) occurs when \a\ = 1 and <p'(a) ■»*<!, and cases (2) or (4) occur when \a\ = 1 and <p'(a) = 1. Deciding which of cases (2) or (4) occurs is a fairly subtle problem. A concept related to this distinction is that of nontangential convergence for a sequence. Definition. Suppose {z"}^=1 c D and hmn^x z" = a, \a\ = 1. We say the sequence zn, « = 1, 2, 3, ..., converges to a nontangentially if sup"|Arg(a -zn)\ < m/2. \f\a\ = 1 and for some z0 in D, the sequence ip"(z0), « = 1, 2, 3, ... , converges to a nontangentially, then case (2) A second motivation is that we can sometimes use Theorem 3.2 to define "fractional iterates" of tp, that is, a real semigroup of functions <p, for t > 0, where <p, = cp and <ps+l = <ps ° cp,. Since fractional iterates can be defined for linear fractional transformations, we try to define tp, by <I>, o a = a o «p^ But there are difficulties because, in general, a is not univalent, and even if it were, o ~x need not be defined on <P,(o-(Z>)) unless a(D) meets some geometric condition. We do find, though, that for each z in D, <p,(z) can be defined for t sufficiently large. This is enough that we can find a meromorphic function on the disk that deserves to be called the infinitesimal generator of the semigroup. If tp is an analytic mapping of D into itself that is real valued on the interval (-1, 1) and x, and x2 are such that -1 < x, < a < x2 < 1 and cp'(x) > 0 for xx < x < x2, then cp,(x) can be defined for x, < x < x2 and t > 0 to be real analytic in both variables (corollary to Theorem 5.1). On the other hand, we show (Theorem 5.2) that if tp, is a continuous semigroup, then cp is univalent, the fixed points of cp, (including those on dD) are the same for all t, and tp, arises as above. A consequence of the latter is that tp, is real analytic in t.
The history of this circle of ideas is very long. In his paper of 1871 [21] , Schroeder considers the problem of fractional iteration and relates it to the solution of various functional equations. In 1884, Koenigs [14] constructed a solution of Schroeder's equation / ° <p = sf near a fixed point a when tp is analytic at a and tp'(a) = s, \s\ ¥=■ 0, 1. In the years since these classic works, much has been written; the interested reader might consult the bibliography at the end of this paper or that of Kuczma [15] . For the most part, the literature has concentrated on cases when tp is analytic in a neighborhood of the fixed point or dropped analyticity completely and considered continuous function in R".
These problems are related to the theory of discrete branching processes (Galton-Watson processes) in probability theory through the probability generating function. The probability generating function for a Galton-Watson process is the function cp(z) = 2£>=0/>*z* where pk > 0 and 2/»* = 1. (Harris' book [8] begins with a very readable discussion of these ideas.) The coefficient pk is to be interpreted as the probability that an individual will have k offspring and the kth coefficient of tp" is interpreted as the probability that there will be k individuals in the «th generation. Questions concerning the eventual population size are related to the asymptotic behavior of the iterates of tp. We note that every probability generating function for a Galton-Watson process is an analytic function mapping D into D, and if p0 + px ^= 0, tp satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 3.2. The bibliographies of Harris [8] and Athreya and Ney [1] are a guide to work on branching processes.
In view of the extensive literature concerning these problems, it seems reasonable to inquire what contribution this paper makes. In case the Denjoy-Wolff point a is in D or when tp is a probability generating function, little has been added to the statements of the results, merely a slight reduction of hypotheses or a slight improvement in the conclusions in certain cases. However, the cases for which the Denjoy-Wolff point a is on the unit circle and tp is not analytic at a seem to have been considered rarely except when tp is a probability generating function. In part this is probably due to our specific interest in functions analytic in the unit disk whereas most of the existing literature deals with functions analytic everywhere, nowhere, or on some (unspecified) neighborhood of the fixed point.
Perhaps the most important contribution of this paper is the introduction of a more geometric point of view. In most of the existing literature, the techniques used are modifications of the limit technique introduced by Koenigs [14] , namely, consideration of limn_00 s~"(<p"(z) -a) where i = tp'(a). This technique works well when cp is analytic at a and |i| =^ 0, 1, but is harder to apply in other cases. In particular, this necessitates special consideration of the case tp'(a) = 1.
In the proof of Theorem 3.2 we begin with the more geometric observation that tp is univalent on a fundamental set V. For each z in V, <pn(z) is a point of V for « = 0, 1, 2, 3, ... ; we construct a Riemann surface by adjoining to V ideal points tp"(z), « = -1, -2, -3, . . . , and extend the action of cp to a univalent map of the surface onto itself. This surface is simply connected and noncompact, so is equivalent to either the unit disk or the whole plane and this equivalence transforms the extension of cp into a linear fractional transformation. Thus, in this proof, the case <p'(a) = 1 is treated in the same way as tp'(cz) =£ 1. The distinction comes in that, if cp is analytic at a and <p'(a) = 1, there is no small disk centered at a that cp maps into itself, so that a must be on the boundary of a fundamental set for tp on any region, whereas if 0 < |tp'(a)| < 1, there is a small disk centered at a that is a fundamental set for cp on some region.
The remainder of the paper is divided into five sections. In §2, we present some lemmas needed in the later sections. In §3, we prove the main theorem and several other theorems which explain the conclusion of the main theorem.
In § §4 and 5 we use the results of §3 to give complete solutions (in terms of o) to Schroeder's and Abel's functional equations and to discuss fractional iteration. In §6 we point out some problems raised by this work.
I would like to thank David Drasin, Richard Penney and Allen Weitsman of the Purdue Mathematics Department for many helpful conversations and Gerald T. Cargo of Syracuse University for the use of the (unpublished) notes of his talk given in the fall of 1978 [4] . I would also like to express gratitude to Christian Pommerenke for his help in improving the first version of this work (see [20] ), and to Maurice Heins for pointing out an error.
2. Some lemmas. In this section we will prove some lemmas needed in later sections. Although the statements are perhaps not well known, their proofs involve standard techniques. The reader may wish to take these results on faith and proceed immediately to §3.
We record the following well-known theorem of Julia and Carathéodory. A proof may be found in Nevanlinna's book [16] . is the map of the right half-plane into itself that corresponds to tp. We have lirn^^ cp(x) = oo, c -linv^^ tp'(x) = s~] > 1 and Nevanlinna's proof of the theorem of Julia and Carathéodory [16, pp. 57-60] shows that c = infx>0 x ~ ' Re(tp(x + iyj). We give the proof for cp on the right half-plane.
Given z0 in the right half-plane, write zn for cp"(z0) and let z" = x" + iyn. Thus we have x"+1 = Re tp(z") > cxn for « = 0, 1, 2, ... . Let r = |(z0 -zj)(z0 + z,)_1|. Since z, is in the half-plane Re f > cx0, we find that c < (I + r)(l -r)~x.
We need the following, but omit the straightforward proof. Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 2.1, we find it more convenient to prove the corresponding assertion for cp in the right half-plane.
If f = x + iy and a -u + iv satisfy |(f -a)(f + a)~ '| < r < 1, then x > u(l -r)(l + ryx and |v| < \v\ + 2ru(l -r2)~x so that \y/x\ < (\v/u\ + 2)(1 -r)"2. Now suppose for some z0 in the right half-plane, the sequence tpn(z0), « = 1, 2, 3, ... , converges nontangentially to oo, that is, letting <Pn(20) = z" = x" + iyn, that |.yn/xj < M < oo for all positive integers «.
If K is a compact subset of the right half-plane, then there is a positive number r, r < 1, so that \(z -z0)(z + z0)~'| < r for all z in K. It follows from the SchwarzPick theorem that \(z -zn)(z + zn)~x\ < r for all z in tp"(AT). From the above we see that if z = x + iy is in cpn(AT) for some «, then \y/x\ < (A/ + 2)(1 -r)~2, so that <p"(K) converges nontangentially to infinity, fj
The following lemma is due to Wolff [26], Warschawski [24] , and Noshiro [17] but we include its simple proof. The properties of this function are well known, for example there is the "triangle inequality" d(ax, a2) = rx < 1 and d(a2, a3) = r2 < 1 implies
The Schwarz-Pick theorem says that if cp is an analytic mapping of D into itself then d(<p(a), <p(ß)) < d(a, ß). We will also need the following lemma. Proof. For k > 0, the set {z\d(z, z) < (1 4-k2)~x/2) is the eye-shaped intersection of the disks with centers ± ik and radius (1 + &2)1/2. □
The following result is due to Pommerenke [20, Theorem 2].
Theorem P. Let f be an analytic function mapping the right half-plane into itself with angular derivative c > 1 at oo. Let S be a Stolz angle at oo, 0 < 8 < 1, and 0 < X < oo, and let fn(l) = x" 4-iyn. If G = S U U T-iO + '>: 5x" < x < oo and \y -yn\ < Ax"} then there is p > 0 so that f is univalent on G O {w: \w\ > p}.
3. The construction. In this section we will prove the main result of the paper (Theorem 3.2). Proposition 3.1 constructs a fundamental set needed in the main theorem and Theorems 3.3-3.8 amplify the conclusions somewhat. Throughout this section, cp will be a nonconstant analytic mapping of the unit disk D into itself, not an elliptic Möbius transformation of D onto D, and a will denote the Denjoy-Wolff point of cp.
Definition. If xp maps a domain A into itself, we say V is a fundamental set for xp on A if V is an open, connected, simply connected subset of A such that xp( V) c V and for every compact set K in A, there is a positive integer A' so that xpN(K) c V. Proof. If the Denjoy-Wolff point is in D, then 0 < |tp'(f)| < 1 and we can find e, 0 < e < 1 -\a\, so that if V = {z: \z -a\ < e) then tp(K) c V and cp is one-to-one on V. By Theorem D-W, V is a fundamental set for cp on D.
Henceforth we assume |a| = 1. By the theorem of Julia and Carathéodory (Theorem J-C), s = lim,^,-<p'(ra) exists and 0 < s < 1. We give the proof in two steps: we use Theorem P to show that for every compact set K in D, there is an integer N so that cp is univalent on U™=N <P"(^) and then use this condition to construct V.
Let ii(z) = (a + z)(a -z)~x and let/(iv) = p(y(n~x(w))). Then/maps the right half-plane into itself and has angular derivative s~x > 1 at oo, so Theorem P applies. Given any compact set K in D, choose r < 1 so that z in K means \z\ < r. We let 8 = (1 -r)(l + r)"1, X = 2r(l -r)~^2(l + r)~x'2, Dr = p({z: \z\ < r}), and /"(l) = wn -xn + iyn. Now the Schwarz-Pick inequality shows that fn(Dj) c {w: \w -wn\ \w + w"\~x < r) and an elementary calculation shows that {w: \w -wn\ \w + wn\~ < rj c {iv: Re w > 8xn and |Im w -yn\ < 8xn).
Thus for some N, U™=N p(<pn(K)) G U jj=Nfn(Dj) is contained in the set G n {w: \w\ > p) and, by Theorem P, / univalent there, so tp is univalent on U ?=*?"(*)• We now use this condition on compact sets to construct V. Let Kk = {z\ \z\ < 1 -l/k) and A^0 = {z\ |z| < 1 -l/k) for k = 2, 3,_Let «t be the smallest integer so that cp(0) G K°.
Let Nm he a positive integer large enough that cp restricted to U^°_^ tpn(ÄTm) is one-to-one and let Um = U T=n fni^m)-By me choice of m, Um is connected, indeed, tp(0) is in K° and tp(A^), so cp2(0) is in tp(A^) and tp2(AT°), etc., and each fni^m)xs connected.
Suppose that integers Nm < Nm+X < ... < Nk_x and open sets Um c Um+X G ... C Uk _ ! have been chosen inductively so that Uj is a connected subset of D, cp is univalent on Uj, <p(c7,) c Up and U™=N. ÇniKj) G Uj for j = m, m + 1, . . . , k -1. Let N'k be an integer so that N'k >Nk_x and cp restricted to U"-*; <Pn(Kk) is one-to-one. Now the set L = Uk_x \ ((J %LNl tp"(A^0)) is a compact subset of Z) so tp(L) is also. Since tpn converges uniformly on Kk to the constant a (Theorem D-W) and a is not in tp(L), we can find Nk > Nk so that (U,% <rÄ°)) n tp(L) = 0. Let (7, = l/ft_, u (U"% <P"(^°)). Clearly we have Uk is a connected subset of D, <p(Uk) c Uk, and U^L^ <P"(K¡<) c ^4-We claim that <p restricted to Uk is one-to-one. Suppose a, ß are in Uk with a ^ /?. If both a and ß are in C/Ä_, or both a and ß are in U {¡°_;v <P"(^t°) then clearly cp(a) ^ tp( ß), so we suppose a is in L and ß is in U"=^t <P"(,K¡j). (The reader should note the occurrence of Nk and A^.) But if a is in L, cp(a) is in tp(L) which is disjoint from UT-Nt <P*(*k) so that <p(a) # cp(ß).
Thus we construct the open sets Uk inductively for k = 2, 3, . . . . Let K' = Ut°Lm i/t, and let V = V u (holes of F'). By the construction, V is a connected open subset of D, <p( K') C V and cp is univalent on V. By the maximum principle and the argument principle cp( V) c F and cp is univalent on V as well, so F is a fundamental set for cp on D such that cp is univalent on V.
We now suppose z0 is in D and cp"(z0) converges to a nontangentially. We sketch a slightly different proof to establish the special form of V. Without loss of generality we assume a -1. Let d he the distance-like function defined in §2, d(a,ß) =\a -ß\\l -aß\~\ For « = 1, 2, 3, ... , let c" = 1 -1/« and zn = cp"(0). By the hypothesis, Lemma 2.2 and our simplifying assumption that a = 1, the sequence zn converges to 1 nontangentially, which means (Lemma 2.5) c0 = supn{d(zn, z")} < 1. For positive integers « and j, let An¿ = {z\d(z, zn) < Cj). For a fixed integer j, since d(zn, zn) < c0 and d(z, zn) = d(z, zn) < c-for z in U £°= i AB]/, it follows that there is c < 1 so that d(z, z) < c for z in U^Li Anj. Therefore, for each j, (J "_, Ani/ is contained in a sector of opening less than w with vertex at 1, and by Theorem J-C and Lemma 2.3, we can find an integer N so that cp is univalent on (J "_# \j-Let «i be the smallest integer such that |cp(0)| < cm (so that z"_,, z", and z"+1 are all contained in A • fory > w) and let A^m be large enough that cp is univalent on As above, letting L = Uk_, \ ( U ?_Ni An,k), choose Nk > N'k so that cp(L) n ( U ?.Nk An,k) = 0, and let Uk = Uk_x U (U"=Aí4 A"*). We show as before that Uk has the desired properties and continue the induction for k > n. We see that V = \J ka=m Uk is a fundamental set for cp on D on which cp is univalent.
In addition, we claim that given an angle 6 < tt, then V contains a small sector with vertex at 1 and opening 9. Indeed, suppose 8 < 1 is given; we must find r < 1 so that if Re w > r and d(w, w) < 8 then w G V. Let u = Re w and x" = Re zn. We have d(z", x") < d(zn, zn) < c0 and, since d(zn, zn+,) < cm, we can find q < 1 so that d(xn, xn+x) < q for all positive integers «. Therefore, we can find q* < 1 so that if d(w, w) < 8 and d(u, xk) < q for some integer k, then d(zk, w) < q*. But set for $ on ß, and 4> ° a = a ° cp. Moreover, tb is unique up to conjugation by a linear fractional transformation mapping ß onto ß, and <ï> and a depend only on cp, not on the particular fundamental set V.
Proof. Since cp'(a) ^ 0, Proposition 3.1 shows there is a fundamental set V for cp on D such that cp is univalent on V. We will construct an abstract Riemann surface S and a map ^ of S onto itself which corresponds to ß and 4>.
I. The construction of the Riemann surface S. We introduce S as a point set, topologize it, and give it an analytic structure. For this purpose we will restrict our attention to the action of cp on V. Some points of V are not in the image of cp, some are not in the image of cp ° cp, et cetera. We may think of S as being made from V by gluing on (abstract) preimages of points in V so that every point of S is in the image of cp".
If m and « are integers and z and w are in V we say (z, «) is equivalent to (w, m) and write (z, «) -(w, m) if there is an integer k, k > max{ -«, -m), so that <f>k+n(z) = <P* + m(w)-Since <P is one-to-one on V, <pk+n(z) = <pk+m(w) if and only if fk+Áz) = <P*-+ m(H') IOT anv ^ and k' not smaller than -« and -m. The relation -is an equivalence relation between pairs; we use the symbol [(z, «)] to denote the equivalence class containing (z, «). Let S = {[(z, «)]|z G V, « an integer}. The pair (z, «) should be thought of as representing cp"(z).
If U is open in V and « is an integer, let 91^ = {[(z, «)]|z G U). We claim that the sets {91^} form a basis for a Hausdorff topology on S. Suppose zf = [(z,, nj)], j = 1, 2 and z,* ¥= z*. Let k = max{ -«,, -«2}. We have zf = [(<pk+"(zj), k)] since (zj, nj) ~ (cpfc + ^z,), -/c) and tpA+ni(z,) ^ Vk+^zj), since zf ^z^. Choose 17, and £/2 disjoint open sets in V containing <pk+n(zj) and <pk+" (z2) respectively. Then 91^ and 91^ are disjoint neighborhoods of z* and z* respectively. Now suppose w* is in 91^' n 9L^2, that is suppose w* = [(wx, m,)] = [(w2, mjf] where Wj G W} for j = 1, 2. Thus we have <pk + m¡(wx) = <pk + "2(w2) where A: = max{ -mx, -m2).
Since 9tf = 9l^r(t/\ » * -«pJ^W) n %+",( W^ then 91^ c %% n 91L icense or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use and w* is in 91/¿. Thus {91^} is the basis for a Hausdorff topology on S (see, for example, [6, p. 67 
]).
We introduce an analytic structure on S by defining the coordinate maps cn: V -> S given by cn(z) = [(z, «)]. The map c" is easily seen to be one-to-one (since cp is) and continuous. Since V is locally compact and S is Hausdorff, cn is a homeomorphism of V onto cn( V) We note that tt( V) is a fundamental set for t on S. Indeed if AT is a compact subset of S, then we can find an integer « so that K c cn( V) and ^f^(K) c tt( V).
III. The maps tD and o, and the domain ß. We have already noted that the Riemann surface S is analytically equivalent to either the unit disk or the complex plane: let ß denote this domain, and let p be a Riemann map of S onto ß. We define a on V by o = p ° tt and define $ on ñ by $ = p °^ ° p"1. One easily verifies that $ is a one-to-one map of ß onto itself (hence a linear fractional transformation), that a is a univalent map of V into ß, that o( V) is a fundamental set for tD, and that <b ° o = o ° ¡p.
We extend a to all of D by letting o(z) = $ -"(o(<pn(z))) where « is a positive integer large enough that cp"(z) is in V, and tl>_n denotes the «th iterate of <I>_1. The extension is well defined because, for any positive integer k, $_k ° o ° <pk = o on V so that if cpm(z) and cp"(z) are in V and m = « + k then &-m(o(<pm(z))) = (l>_n(<l>_ik(a(cp/t(cpn(z))))) = <I)_"(a(cpn(z))). The extension is single valued, analytic, and maps D into ß because $_", a, and cp" are single valued and analytic and «I»-1 maps ß into ß.
To prove uniqueness, we suppose that F is a fundamental set for cp on D such that cp is univalent on V and that ß, <ï> and 5 are the corresponding objects as above. Let K = {/tp(0)|0 < / < 1}. Now K is compact, connected and has the property that for each N, U"_/v <P"(^0 is connected. Since V and V are each fundamental sets for cp, there is an integer N so that U"_¿v %(%) G V C\ V. Let W be the connected component of V n V that contains (J ^°_jv <Pn(^0-Clearly W is a fundamental set for cp on D. It follows that o(W) and ¿(IF) are fundamental sets for 0 and $ on ß and ß respectively. Define t: ß -> ß by t(z) = ®jx(ö(o~x(<bn(z)))) where « is an integer large enough that ®"(z) G W. The map t is well defined since if ^"(z) is in W and/» is a positive integer then -¿(«(•-•(W*)))) = ^(¿M^'KW)))) = ^-'(¿(a-'^z)))).
One easily verifies that t is a univalent map of ß onto ß, so ß = ß, t is a linear fractional transformation and <5 = T°tl>oT_1. We note also that 5 = r ° a on V.
In the next section, we will give complete solutions of Schroeder's and Abel's functional equations for certain special linear fractional transformations <f> and use the above theorem to draw conclusions for general maps of the disk into the disk.
Remark. In the theorem above we showed that ß and <ï> are unique up to conjugacy and depend only on cp. Naturally, if we are given cp we would like to know what ß are <I> are. By an examination of fixed points, we show that a can be defined at the Denjoy-Wolff point a so as to be continuous on V u {a} and that ß and <í> can be chosen from one of the four cases below. (Which of these cases applies is the subject of We recall that by Theorem J-C, if \a\ = 1 then s = limr_>1-xp'(ra) exists and 0 < s < 1.
Proof. If {/¡sa simply connected region and ß a point of U, let Gv(z, ß) denote Green's function for U with pole at ß. In the proof of the theorem we will estimate Green's functions for V and o( V) and show <p'(a) = lim [Gy(tpn(0), ß)]i/n = Jim [Go(n(tl»n(a(0)), o(ß))]1/n = 0'(a(a)).
We begin by noting a few elementary facts required below. (See, for example, [23] .) If U is a simply connected region and co is a univalent map defined on U then Gv(z, ß) = Gw(t/)(to(z), to(yS)). If U G W then Gv(z, ß) < GV(z, 0). If K is a compact subset of U and ß and ß' are in K, then there are constants C, and C2 so that CxGv(z, ß) < Gj/z, ß') < C2Gv(z, ß), for z not in K. Therefore, if z", « = 1,2,3, ... , is a sequence converging to a point on the boundary of U, hmn-,JGu(zny ßj\x/" = hmn^xlGu(zn> ß')\X/" and we can afford to be somewhat cavalier about the location of the pole. Without loss of generality, we assume a = 1, and we let 5 = lim,.^,-cp'(r). For p and 9 positive, let Sp9 = {z\ \z -1| < p and |arg(l -z)\ < f?}. Suppose cp is as in the hypothesis and for some z0 in D, the sequence cp"(z0), « = 1, 2, 3, ... , converges nontangentially to 1. By Lemma 2.2, we may take z0 = 0 and we define 9* to be the smallest angle such that cp"(0) G S29. for all n = 1, 2, 3, ... . Let V be the fundamental set for cp constructed in Proposition 3.1 that contains sectors. Then for any 9, 9* < 9 < tt/2, we can find p so that 5 = Sp9 G V. Combining the results of the above calculations with the identity tj(cp"(0)) = <I>"(ct(0)) and the mapping property of Green's functions, we obtain the desired result: S = lim [Gv(q>M, ß)\/n = "i™ [<W<ï>>(0)), o(ß))\/n = *'(a(a)).
The corollary follows from the theorem because, by Lemma 2.1, if s < 1 then the sequence cp"(0), « = 1, 2, 3, ... , converges to a nontangentially. □ We now prove a theorem which allows us, in some cases, to distinguish Case 2 and Case 4 of the remark. Under the given hypotheses, we may choose F to be a disk tangent to the unit circle dD, at a, and on a smaller such disk a is analytic on the boundary circle except at a. Therefore, we may assume, without loss of generality, that a = 1, V = D, and o is analytic on dD except at 1. Now suppose ß = D and <I> is as in Case 4, say, Suppose z0 is in D and ct(z0) = a + iß. Given b > ß, find x large enough that x > a, that the ray {zjRez > x, Im z = b) is in a(V), and that the segment {z|Re z = x, 0 < Im z < b) does not meet <î(r'). For this x and b, we see that g(z) > h(z) everywhere on the boundary of the set Rxb n ct( V), so that g(z) > h(z) in this set, in particular, for z = <&"(ô(z0)) = « + a + iß, n large. (To justify this precisely, we should replace Rxb by the finite rectangle {z|x < Re z < x', 0 < Im z < b) and take the limit as x' -» oo. We omit these details.)
Therefore, we have lim «(<p"(z0)) = lim «"($"(ct(z0))) < lim g(n + a + iß) = ßb~x.
rc->oo n->oo n-*oo
Since ¿» was arbitrary, we see that lim"_>0O «(cp"(z0)) = 0. By an analogous argument for the lower half-plane, we see that if
that the sequence cp"(z0) converges to a tangent to the arc of dD on the left of a.
D
The converse of this theorem is false, as may be seen by examining the map cp defined on D by cp(z) = ct~'(ct(z) + 1) where ct is a conformai map of D onto {z|Re z > 0 and -Re z < Im z < VRez }.
We next examine the important special case when cp is real valued on the real axis. Theorem 3.6. Suppose <p is an analytic function that maps D into D and is real valued on the interval (-1, 1) . Suppose also that there is no fixed point of tp at which cp' vanishes. Then, for V, ct, and <ï> as in Theorem 3.2, the set VR = V n (-1, 1) is nonempty, and we may choose o and <î> to be real valued on KR and R respectively.
In particular, Case 4 of the remark above cannot occur. Since a function cp satisfying the hypotheses above satisfies either the hypotheses of Theorem 3.3 or those of Theorem 3.4, we may decide which of the remaining cases occurs by locating the Denjoy-Wolff point a and finding cp'(a).
Proof. Since cp"(0) is real for « = 1, 2, 3, ... , the Denjoy-Wolff point a = lim"_(00 tp"(0) is real, and if a = ± 1 then the sequence cp"(0) converges to a nontangentially.
Moreover, cp"(0) is in V for « sufficiently large, so VR ¥= 0. Suppose that the function <I> constructed in Theorem 3.2 has been normalized as in the remark. In addition, in Cases 1 and 2, we suppose that for some particular x in V, x =£ a, o(x) is real. (We note that in Case 1, by Theorem 3.3, $'(0) = cp'(a) which is real since -1 < a < 1.) Clearly V (i.e. the complex conjugate of V) is also a fundamental set for <p on which cp is univalent, and we define ct on F by ct(z) = ct(z). Now in Cases 1, 2, or 3 of the remark, since cp and t& are real valued on the real axis, we have S(cp(z)) = o(<p(z)) = o(y(z)) =®(o(z)) = <Ï>(ct(z)) = <Ï>(ct(z)). That is both ct, V, and tj» and ct, V and $ are as in the conclusion of Theorem 3. We take V, in Theorem 3.2, to be V = {z G D\ \z -a\ <o} and let / = {z\ \z\ = 1, \z -a\ < 8} and V = V u /• Thus cp is a univalent map of / into itself and n T-o <P»(I) = {"}■ Since ct maps D into D, limr_", o(re'9) exists for almost all 9, and we write o(e'9) for this limit when it exists.
Now suppose e'9 is in / and a(e'9) = ß. Since ct is univalent on V and e'9 G V, ß G o(V). It follows, from the continuity of cp and <D, that o(<pn(e'9)) = $"(o(ei9)) = ®"(ß) and since <pn(ei9) 
Combining the above, we see that lim^^ o(zj) = a; indeed if \z, -b\ < (q 4 l)~N8 then ct(z,) G U "_* ^j\L'). U Corollary. Suppose <p is an analytic mapping of the disk D into itself and is real valued on the interval (-1, 1) . Suppose the Denjoy-Wolff point of tp is 1 and that linv^., cp(x) = -1 and lirn^., cp'(x) = q < oo. Then liin^.i ct(x) = a, where in each case -1 < x < 1.
Proof. In the proof of the theorem above, take K = [-1, 1]. Although <p' need not be continuous in {-1} U D, cp' is continuous on K. Since K is convex, the integral estimate still holds and the proof proceeds as above. □ If tp has two fixed points, the conclusion of the theorem can be paraphrased: o(a) is one fixed point of tp, ct(¿») is the other. If tp has only one fixed point, the proof of the theorem yields the more subtle conclusion that {o(Zj)} converges to the fixed point of <P in the same way as {tp~ '(0)} does.
The hypotheses of Theorem 3.8 may strike the reader as unduly complex, and no doubt this is not the best possible theorem along these general lines. However, some hypothesis regarding the set from which we choose the sequence zk is essential. Consider the Blaschke product <p(z) = (3z 4 4. The solution of Schroeder's and Abel's equations. In the previous section we have seen how to associate a mapping cp of the disk into itself with a linear fractional transformation, tp. We begin by showing how this produces a one-to-one correspondence between solutions of the functional equations for cp and <P. Since the functional equations are easily solved for linear fractional transformations, we obtain information about the solutions for more general functions. 5. Fractional iteration. It is clear that the iterates cp", n = 0, 1, 2, . . . , form a discrete semigroup of functions. It is natural to ask whether this semigroup can be embedded in a continuous (analytic?) semigroup of analytic functions, that is, whether we can define fractional iterates of cp. Depending on what one requires of the semigroup functions, the answer is known to be no in some cases (e.g. Baker [2] or Karlin and McGregor [13] ) yes in others (e.g. Szekeres [22] ). Using the linear fractional transformation tp, we construct the "tail" of a semigroup and what deserves to be called the infinitesimal generator of the semigroup interpolating {cp"}, but we find that the existence of a genuine semigroup depends on the geometry of V and ct( V). Berkson and Porta [3] give a detailed discussion of the infinitesimal generator in the semigroup case.
We begin by noting real analytic groups containing the linear fractional transformations tp. That is, we define, for z in Q, and -oo < l < oo, H(z, t) in ß so that H is complex analytic in the first argument, real analytic in the second and satisfies the identities H(H(z, tx), t2) = H(z, tx 4 tj) and H(z, 1) = tp(z). The infinitesimal generator G, of the group is G(z) = 3///9i|,_0.
For 0 < |i| < 1, we write s' for To see that t(z) exists we note that {//(ct(z), t): 0 < / < 1} is a compact subset of ß, and since ct( V) is a fundamental set for <P in ß, there is a positive integer N so that tp" maps this set into o( V) for « > N. But tP"(//(a(z), /)) = H(a(z), t + n) so the set in the definition of t(z) is nonempty.
Theorem 5.1. Let <p satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 3.2 and let r be defined as above. There is a function h = h(z, t) defined for z in D and t > t(z), complex analytic in the first argument, real analytic in the second such that h(h(z, tx), t2) = h(z, tx 4 t2) for tx > t(z) and t2> 0 and such that h(z, n) = cp"(z) >v«e« « is an integer, n > t(z). Moreover, there is a function g, meromorphic in D, holomorphic in V, which agrees with the infinitesimal generator of the semigroup h(z, t) on the set (z: t(z) = 0}.
Proof. Let tp, a, V, and ß be as in Theorem 3.2 and the subsequent remark and let H(z, t) the group for tp as defined above. Define h(z, t) for t > t(z) by h(z, t) = ct ~ x(H(o(z), t)) where ct ~ ' is the inverse of the restriction of ct to V. Since t > t(z), H(o(z), t) is in ct( V) and ct ~ ' is defined there. Now, if /, > t(z) and t2 > 0, we have
= ajx(H(a(z), tx 4 t2)) = h(z, tx 4 t2).
We also have, for « > t(z), h(z, n) = ajx(H(o(z), «)) = ct~ '(tPn(0(z))) = <r* '(ct(cp"(z))) = cp"(z) where the last equality holds since « > t(z) > v(z) and tp"(z) is in V.
The analyticity assertions follow from the analyticity of o~' and a and the corresponding facts for H.
On the set {z: t(z) = 0} the functions h(z, t), t > 0, form a real analytic semigroup. A simple calculation shows that the infinitesimal generator of this semigroup is g(z) = G(o(z))(o'(z))~x, where t(z) = 0. This formula defines a meromorphic function in D that is holomorphic in V, as asserted. □ Corollary. Suppose cp is an analytic mapping of D into D and is real valued on the interval (-1, 1) . Let a denote the Denjoy-Wolff point of cp and let x, and x2 be real numbers -1 < x, < a < x2 < 1. If <p'(x) > 0 on the interval (xx, xj) there is a function h(x, t), real analytic in each argument, defined for x, < x < x2 and t > 0 such that h(h(x, /,), t2) = h(x, tx 4 tj) for tx, t2> 0 and h(x, 1) = cp(x). large enough, w, and z, are in a fundamental set for cp, so for these t, o(wj) = ct(z,) means wt = z,, that is cp,(z0) = <p,(w0). Letting t0 = inf{t: <p,(h>0) = cp,(z0)}, we observe that, by continuity, cp,(w0) = cp,o(z0) and t0 > 0 since w0 ^ z0. As t -> t0~, we have w, -> w, = z,o and z, -» z,o but w, 7^= z,. Since o(w,) = ct(z,) for all t, this means ct'(z, ) = 0 which contradicts the assertion above.
We are now ready to show that all the iterates have the same fixed points, that is, for s and / positive if lim,.^, <ps(re'9) = e'9 then lim,.^,-<p,(re'9) = e'9. By suitably renaming, it is sufficient to show this for 5 = 1.
For simplicity of notation we will prove it for cp whose Denjoy-Wolff point is on dD, and, by using a suitable transformation, we assume <P,(z) = z 4 / on the whole plane or an appropriate strip or half-plane according as tp falls in Case 2, 3, or 4 of the remark after Theorem 3.2. The proof for cp having a fixed point in D is completely analogous: the spirals ebs, s real, replace the lines Im z = y0.
Let limr_,-<p(re'9) = e'9 and let e > 0 be given. Find a continuous curve y:
[0, l]^Öso that |y(0)| = |y(l)| = 1, e/2 < |y(i) -ei9\ < e for 0 < s < 1, and limJ__>0+ o(y(s)) and Ums_tl-ct(y(j)) exist and are finite. (That such a curve exists follows from the Riesz theorem.) Let X = D o<r<i {o(se'9): r < s < l). Since X is the nested intersection of nonempty, compact, connected subsets of the sphere, X is nonempty, compact and connected, and of course X c d(a(D)). Now we claim either X -{00}, or else X = {x 4 iy0: x > x0) for some finite y0 and x0 > -00. We observe that w G X means w + t G a(D) for any / since w 4 t G o(D) means w 4 « G o(D) for any integer « > t so that <p"(re'9)-> o~x(w 4 «) which contradicts <p"(re'9)-> e'9. If x, 4 iyx and x2 4 iy2 are in X, yx ¥=y2, then there is x3 so that x3 4 i{-(yx 4 yj) is in X. Since a(D) is connected and X c d(o(D)) this means that x4 4 i\(yx 4-yj) is in a(D) for some x4 > x3 which is impossible. Thus either X = {00} or there is some y0 so that X c {z: Im z = y0}. Now if x + iy0 G X implies x < xx for some finite x" then {s + iy0: s > x,} is a free boundary arc of o(D) which is mapped continuously by ct-' onto an arc in dD. We can find a sequence rk increasing to 1 and an integer « so that CT(r^'*)->x 4 iy0 in X and x 4-« > x, so that limk_<,x fpn(rke'9) = ct~'(x 4 « 4 iy0) ¥= e'9 which is impossible. Thus if X contains any finite point, it must be {x 4 iy0: x > x0}. In this case we observe that {x + iy0: x G R} does not intersect o(D) and that X intersects the curve ct(y) at most in the single point x0 4 iy0. Now the curves ct(y) and o(re'9), 1 -e/3 < r < 1, are disjoint, so the arc a(re'9), 1 -e/3 < r < 1, lies in a single component of a(D) \ o(y), and X lies in the boundary of one of these.
If X = {00} then |o-(/-e'*)| -» 00 as r -> 1~ and since cr(y) is bounded, for any fixed /, o(re'9) and o(re'9) 4 t must be in the same component of o(D) \ a(y) for r close to 1.
If X = {x 4 iy0: x > x0} then, for fixed /, o(rew) 4 t, 1 -e/3 < r < 1, intersects ct(y) only finitely often (else x0 -t 4 iyQ G X n o"(y)). Since o(re'9) + t contains points of arbitrarily large real part for r near 1 we again see that o(re '9) and o(re'9) 4 t lie in the same component of o(D) \ o(y) for r near 1.
Thus for r close to 1, re'9 and <p,(re'9) lie in the same component of D \ y, in particular \<pt(re'9) -e'9\ < e. Since e was arbitrary, this shows lim,.^,-tpt(re'9) = e'9. D 6. Questions and comments. One would like an effective technique for computing ct. If cp is analytic at the Denjoy-Wolff point a and |cp'(a)| < 1 (as must happen if a is in D) then, as is well known, one can compute, recursively, the coefficients in the Taylor expansion of a around a. In case \a\ = 1, this is not an entirely satisfactory solution because we do not want to assume cp is analytic at a and because we are possibly more interested in ct on D than in some neighborhood of a. Furthermore, when tp'(a) = 1, the technique of finding Taylor coefficients breaks down because there need not be a solution even in formal power series [18] . For example, if <p(z) = 2 4-jz2, then we have from Theorem 3.5 that we may take ß = C and tp(z) = z 4 1. Changing variables to facilitate computation, we find that there is a function ct analytic on |z 4 1| < 1, ct(0) = 0, so that <P ° ¿ = a ° xf where cp(z) = z 4-j-z2 and tJ>(z) = z(l -z)~x. But elementary calculations show that ct does not have a formal power series at 0. It would be desirable, but probably difficult, to find techniques to effectively compute o.
As we have seen, the difference between Case 2 and Case 4 in the remark following Theorem 3.2 (which correspond to <p'(a) = 1) is rather subtle. Although Theorem 3.5 is helpful in this regard, it cannot be called an effective procedure to distinguish between the cases, because computing iterates is at best a tedious process. There is some evidence that if a = 1 and cp'(l) = 1 then Arg cp"(l) can be used to distinguish the cases; namely cp"(l) pure imaginary implies ß = D. This is the case when cp'" is continuous and cp"(0) ¥= 0, but more work needs to be done along these lines. If the functions of the family "J are well understood, the resulting classification could be helpful in studying problems involving iteration of cp and related functional equations.
It is plausible that the techniques used here to study iteration of analytic functions on the disk could be applied more widely. The crucial facts used here seem to be that cp has a unique attractive fixed point a such that <p"(z) -> a for all z, that V is simply connected, and cp is univalent on V. If these conditions could be weakened, we might be able to use the techniques to study entire functions or functions on Riemann surfaces.
